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'Hot Tub Time Machine' raunchy
time travel romp
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After a couple of hours in the "Hot Tub

Time Machine" you're likely to feel like you

need a shower.  The movie is undeniably

funny, but you absolutely won't respect

yourself in the morning.

"Hot Tub Machine," a comedy which earns

its "R" rating the hard way, is "Back to the

Future" and "The Hangover" put through a

food processor without being as good as

either.  A group of middle-aged men who

are disenchanted with their lives (John

Cusack, Craig Robinson and Rob

Corddry) decide to go on a road

trip to a ski resort they partied at

in their youth, dragging along

Cusack's video game nerd

nephew (Clark Duke).  They arrive

to find the resort has fallen on hard

times and in fact the whole town

now resembles something run by

the Addams Family.  After a night
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of drinking in their room's hot tub,

they wake up in 1986.

The movie provides a thoroughly unnecessary explanation for the time travel which doesn't

matter and which no one is going to believe anyway, which has something to do with a

Russian version of "Red Bull" being spilled in the hot tub machinery.

Almost all time travel stories have the question of whether you can, or should, change the past,

front and center.  "Hot Tub Time Machine" is no exception.  The characters debate the point,

but there isn't a lot of suspense.  Although Clark Duke, as the nerdy nephew raises the point

"You step on a bug and the internet is never invented," minor changes start popping up almost

immediately.  But Duke is the expert, reminding the other characters, "I write 'Stargate' fan

fiction.  I think I know what I'm talking about."  Chevy Chase, cameos as a hot tub repairman

who apparently (you're never quite sure) knows what's going on, who generally leaves the

characters more confused than they were before.

The tension arises from the

characters' trying to keep things

the way they happened the first

time around while they, and the

audience, realize that maybe they

have a chance to fix their

miserably unhappy lives.

Director Steve Pink ("Accepted")

avoids, and probably didn't have

the budget, for lavish special

effects.  Most of the action takes

place at the ski resort, which doesn't have to physically change much between 1986 and

2010.  The difference in time becomes apparent as the hair gets bigger, colors get more

Crayola, and people actually smoke indoors.  Technically the movie is never better than

adequate, but never less, either.

About the "R" rating.   It's for adult language (the movie doesn't go five minutes without an "f"

bomb), nudity, sexual situations, sexual references, onscreen drug use (pot, coke and
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mushrooms in a single scene), more adult language and sexual references and projectile

vomiting on a scale that would have Linda Blair cowering under her seat.  There's also a

running gag, sick but funny, about how bellhop Crispin Glover ("Hello, McFly...") lost his arm. 

He almost does several times before it finally happens and when it does, it happens on

camera complete with arterial spurting that rivals "Monty Python and the Holy Grail."

But don't worry about the squirrel that gets barfed on.  He gets even, ruining a sports bet by

rewriting a football footnote that's likely to make the movie a huge hit in Cleveland.

R-rated comedies are clearly

making a comeback, however. 

And while this isn't as funny as

"The Hangover" or "She's Out of

My League," the bottom line is it's

funny.  Often tasteless, but funny. 

Audience members old enough

to have been young adults in the

eighties will feel a sense of

nostalgia.  A poster for the orginal

"Red Dawn" provoked laughter

from a number at a preview

screening.  Younger viewers will simply find early cell phones and Walkman cassette players

exotic.

But the movie does, very strongly, tug at the buried yearning in the middle-aged to be able to

do things over, get it right, get it better.  If I knew then I what I know now.  Youth is wasted on

the young.  There is a redemptive ending that will probably leaving you feeling pretty good, but

the "Hot Tub Time Machine" never loses its "Animal House" edge.

I have to admit I enjoyed it.  I feel sort of guilty about that, actually.
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